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A stirring true story, riveting and touching about a Director of Field Operations of the Israel
Security AgencySeptember 2000. The Al-Aqsa Intifada, a violent conflict between Israel and the
Palestinian Authority breaks out, opening four years of bloody combat during the course of
which over 6,000 people lost their lives and tens of thousands more were injured.Alon, the
protagonist of the story, is caught between two different worlds.In the world visible to the public
eye, he is a decorated director with the Israel Security Agency, where he deals with the
prevention of terror attacks, recruiting and handling spies, intelligence operations and targeted
assassinations.In his other, secret world, out of the view of family and colleagues, Alon suffers
from PTSD. He lives in gloom among the victims of operations he directed and attacks he found
impossible to foil.All the while, attempts to hurt him never stop and his life is under constant
threat: A terrorist group is planning to reach his home and murder all members of his family; one
of the spies he used to handle betrays him and tries to poison him; and another guerilla group
tries to kidnap him and his bodyguard.The snowball rolls on, sweeping Alon in its path, as he
struggles to stop an unprecedented wave of suicide bombers while becoming a ticking bomb
himself.Soon after receiving the news of his upcoming appointment to a very senior position
within the organization, Alon goes up to the balcony on the seventh floor and considers
committing suicide…This book which earned great national acclaim, allows a rare glimpse into
the operations of one of the best run organizations in the world—the Israeli Security Agency
describing the experience of those living among us with post trauma, whose souls bear deep
wounds invisible to everyone but themselves.

"Between preventing one terror attack and the next, stopping what is widely known in the media
as Ticking Bombs, Alon has developed a ticking bomb of a different kind--complex post
traumatic disorder, resulting from the harsh events he has lived through. A moment after being
informed he was about to be appointed to a senior position in his organization, he shocked his
superiors and subordinates by announcing his resignation. His book, written as a thriller,
provides a fascinating look into the shadowy world of agent handlers: the pressure a handler is
submitted to, the sophistication with which he is required to act, the masks he must put on and
off as an intelligence officer and most of all, the pain he must push aside in order to be able to
operate. A gripping book, full of suspense!" - Gal Perl Finkel, Simania Website"Izhar David's
book is as dizzying and intense as its title promises. With the hand of an artist, he successfully
reveals his personal story, so authentic and moving. What I find unique in this book is Izhar's
ability to present his story in a humane way, penetrating every fiber of our souls. The reader gets
an exclusive peek into his thoughts, dilemmas, dreams, moments of crisis and situations that
make us nostalgic for the old days. They are threaded throughout the plot into both of the



characters he plays--Izhar and 'Alon'. The reader feels he is on a roller-coaster, just like the plot
of an excellent thriller. Only this is not a thriller but a true story. Strongly recommended for all
parents, educators and whoever believes in the power of hope. Definitely an inspiring personal
story!" - Zohar, Simania WebsiteFrom the AuthorDuring the second intifada, the Al-Aqsa
Intifada as it is called by the Palestinians, 5,208 people were killed (1,178 Israelis, 3,980
Palestinians and 50 foreigners) and 40,000 more were injured. The bloody round began in
September 2000 and when it ended, is subject to debate. Some call it The Seventh War. I have
no doubt that the term 'war' correctly describes these events, whose toll in blood is close to the
heavy price the State of Israel paid in the Yom Kippur War and higher than any other, except for
the War of Independence.For the duration of the second Intifada I was a field agent and field unit
director of the ISA in the region responsible for Judea and Samaria. I was a field officer, and later
district manager in charge of handling HumanInt informants (Palestinians who cooperated with
Israel), whose objective was to prevent countless attempts to carry out murderous attacks
against citizens and soldiers in the West bank and in Israel. In this book I have also allowed a
rare exposure of the activities of field operators in the ISA and mainly to the souls of those
whose job is to stop terror attacks. In this book I describe the operational aspect next to the
emotional and psychological ones. 
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12EpiloguePrologueDuring the years of the Second Intifada, or “Al-Aqsa Intifada” as the
Palestinians call it, 5,208 people (1,178 Israelis, 3,980 Palestinians and fifty foreigners) were
killed and around 40,000 injured. The bloodshed began in September 2000, but the date it
ended is in dispute. Some call it Israel’s “Seventh War.” I have no doubt that the term “war”
accurately describes an event in which the price paid in blood approaches that paid by the State
of Israel during the Yom Kippur War, and was higher than the price paid in all Israel’s other wars,
with the exception of the War of Independence.Throughout the Second Intifada, I served as a
field agent and commander in the Israel Security Agency (Shin Bet) unit responsible for Judea
and Samaria. I was in charge of handling HUMINT sources (intelligence gathered by
interpersonal contact with Palestinian collaborators with Israel) with the aim of thwarting the
numerous attempts to carry out terrorist attacks against civilians and soldiers in Judea and
Samaria and inside Israel.I am not an author. The book was written not as a novel but as part of
a journey that I took while writing it. The story is my story, although I chose to write it from “Alon’s”
point of view. The characters are all real, but their names have been changed.The sections
between chapters that are composed in the first person were written before I wrote the book.
During long, sleepless nights, I tried to escape from the nightmares and dark thoughts that
haunted me by writing them down.When describing operations in the book, I changed all the
details in order to protect sources and not reveal the tools and practices of Shin Bet. At the same
time, all the dilemmas described in the book are real - dilemmas and situations I encountered
during my service: a targeted assassination that I opposed, situations in which I risked my life
and the lives of my family, the arrest of terrorist activists, counterterrorist operations that
unfortunately claimed the lives of innocent people, and terrorist attacks launched from areas
under my command.My personal story - a description of the deterioration of my situation and
how I coped during a period in which events took place at a dizzying pace - is all real and
accurate.Each story I tell here—every event and detail—unfortunately occurred in reality.Alon
looked down into the dark from his balcony high up on the seventh floor. Perhaps, he thought to
himself, now was the time to end it all. He had already considered all the technical details.
Where to place the chair so he could climb over the rails. Whether to leave a note. He had
decided not to. He didn’t have the strength to write a note. And what would happen if he was left
crippled? Or a vegetable?Looking down, he imagined the place he would land and tried to erase
from his mind the image that scarred him just then more than anything else - a picture of him
lying in a hospital bed, paralyzed from the neck down, staring up at the ceiling. Perhaps that was



to be his punishment - to be a living corpse, not to be able to see the sky, or anything else, just
the ceiling. Perhaps a fan would hang from the ceiling? He hoped they would hang a picture of
the sea for him. The same image all the time. Eyes wide-open and seeing, but his body dead.
That would be his punishment. Suddenly he found logic in the thoughts spinning in his mind.
That was his punishment! That was his sentence! Exactly the opposite of what he had
caused.He wants to shout, to hit himself. Even now, at the last moment, he can’t control his
thoughts, he can’t think the right thoughts, he can’t focus! He should think about his family, see
his life run before his eyes. But he doesn’t. He tries to bring his thoughts back to the end. It will
probably hurt when his body hits the cold concrete floor. Which limb will hit first? His head?
Perhaps his back? He can’t even control the position in which he will meet his end. One thing
really bothers him - the kids. His kids. Yuval is tall enough to look over the balcony down at the
ground. What will it do to him to see his father’s body smashed on the concrete, lying twisted in a
pool of blood? Perhaps someone will already have covered his corpse? The thud of him hitting
the ground will probably wake the neighbors. Some of them will feel his pain, while others will
curse him for ruining a night’s sleep. They have to get up for work tomorrow. At least they will
have something to talk about at the coffee corner... He departs, mumbling: Even though I walk
through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil.He feels a sense of wholeness, he is
ready. He has decided what he wants to do, he wants to end everything. But something inside
him stops him from carrying out his decision. That something was the spark of hope that was still
alight inside him. He tries to overcome it, to turn off the light. You have to be brave, he tells
himself. This is your chance to end it all - to end the nightmares, the guilt, the pain, the
emptiness, the hatred, the desire for revenge, the fits of rage, the brawls, sleepless nights, the
fear of darkness, the fear of silence, the blood, the bodies, death. Destroy them all! If he doesn’t,
they will continue to torment him. Not just to torment him, but to torment his children.Chapter
1Go with Your HeartWhen did it all begin? When was the path marked out, the path he was on
now and onto which he was getting dragged further and further along? Was it that time he met
with Toto, an encounter that made him miss the meeting, the one after which there was almost
no way back?It was just another one-on-one with a Palestinian who had been recruited as an
informant, a collaborator with Shin Bet, a meeting aimed at strengthening the personal
connection between him and his handler, so most of it was spent hearing about Toto’s life. The
handler didn’t really talk about himself. After all, it’s not a real human connection between
people; it’s more of a show, a deception put on to achieve a goal - each side has their own
interests.Every source has something his stories focus on. One talks about his four wives, the
arguments between them, his attempts to make sure none of them feel neglected, especially at
night. Another talks about his father who beat him mercilessly and his eyes fill with tears of
sadness, anger, loneliness. His hands clench into fists. In his imagination his dreams are coming
alive and he is pounding his startled father’s face. Alon doesn’t understand how a father could
raise his hand against his son. He remembers his father’s hands, comforting him, hugging him,
and he feels his informant’s pain.Another informant speaks with eyes burning with rage about his



hatred for the Hamas men who beat and humiliated him years ago. The mental scars have not
healed. At each meeting he adds details - he talks about how he was kidnapped by Hamas, how
he was led to an empty apartment where he was tortured for days. At one meeting he finally
reveals the main scene in the drama, which he divulges bit by bit: One night, when everyone
else is out of the apartment, one of the Hamas guys rapes him. He is tied to the bed, begging,
screaming in pain, humiliated. Now he wants just one thing - revenge. Even if it means betraying
his own people. Even if it costs him his life.Toto’s stories would always revolve around his
relations with women. It was clear to Alon that most of them, perhaps all of them, were dreams,
fantasies. He would go along with him all the same, expressing amazement at the conquests of
a sixty-year-old man whose stomach was so big he had difficulty breathing. He would listen in
wonder as Toto described how yet another girl from Nablus had fallen for his charms, and how
his next door neighbor Layla couldn’t live for one moment without him ever since they spoke
across the wall that separates his house from her’s...Alon feels that despite all his efforts he
can’t stay focused on the conversation and participate in Toto’s game. He tries to avoid showing
the informant that his thoughts are wandering. Once in a while he cries out in astonishment, but
the truth is, he isn’t even listening.Since the outbreak of the Al-Aqsa Intifada, since he saw the
first victims laid out on a stretcher before being taken away, something had changed in him.
Before, he used to like his work. It was a kind of “intelligence game,” a challenging one that he
would play enthusiastically like a curious, competitive child, trying to trick his rival, to figure out
his strategy, to identify his weaknesses and errors, to use them to his own advantage. For two
years, since completing his field agent training, he had been involved mostly in gathering
intelligence on Hamas and Islamic Jihad, organizations that weren’t party to the Oslo Accords.
Up against them, he would use methods he had learned in the course, to recruit informants and
embed them in the ranks of the terrorist organizations.Since things began, in October 2000, the
rules had changed completely. It was no longer a game; it was a war. Another round of
bloodshed, of dead and wounded. Making a mistake could cost lives. To Alon, the enemy no
longer seemed like just a player in a game, in a battle of wits; he was a cruel enemy. Despite his
long and comprehensive training, during which he spent two years learning the enemy’s history,
culture and language, he was still taken aback by the intensity of the hatred. Alon had once,
deep in his heart, understood the enemy and his struggle, but now that enemy had become a
monster, evil, devoid of any conscience, thirsty for blood, more and more Jewish blood - the
blood of men, women, children.Alon was shocked by the other side’s complete disregard for
human life. He would often ask himself why the enemy’s hatred was so intense, so inhuman.
Was it the religious belief that this world is less important than the next, that it is a bridge to the
next world? Was it the divine command to free all Muslim holy lands? Or the despair of decades
under occupation? Just then, though, he wasn’t concerned with all that. He was focused on one
thing only - to prevent terrorist attacks being launched from Nablus, the territory he had been put
in charge of two years before.Toto kept on telling his stories, bragging as usual about his
conquests. But Alon wasn’t amused. His thoughts kept wandering to the moshav where he had



been born and raised, to the cornfields where he would play hide and seek with his friends,
hoping that the farmer who owned the fields wouldn’t see them trampling the corn stalks that
had until a moment before stood proud and erect. His thoughts also wandered to the citrus
groves where every harvest season his father would drive his tractor between the rows of trees,
towing full crates of golden oranges and supervising the work of the Arab laborers from Jenin.
Even back then he had been curious about the language they would speak to his father when he
asked them to take care not to harm the trees as they were picking. Now he knew their
language, and when he recalled the intonation they used when speaking to his father, he was
sure they had cursed him.His thoughts wandered to the fishponds where he used to go fishing
with his friends. First they would scout the place out to make sure the jeep from Kibbutz Yizre’el
wasn’t patrolling the area. They almost never managed to actually fish, but that wasn’t really their
goal in the first place. They mainly would torment the kibbutz guard who had once caught them
and called the police. By the time the patrol car arrived they had hightailed it out of there to the
“headquarters” they had set up in the thicket on the moshav. Right now he yearned for the
springs surrounding the Gilboa - the Yizre’el Spring, Shokek Spring and the Nahal Kibbutzim
stream. He imagined taking his clothes off and bathing in the cool waters of Ein Yizrae’el,
plunging his feverish head into the chilly spring, surrounded by silence and blue water. The
picture in his head calmed the persistent anxiousness he had been feeling lately.After leaving
the moshav as a teenager, he was conscripted into the Golani Brigade’s Orev anti-tank company
and spent most of his military service in Lebanon. He had aged a lot. He was no longer the youth
that had left the moshav for the conscription office in Tiberias. The years passed and with them
his childlike smile that was once so full of life and had now worn off. During his childhood on the
moshav, when that smile disappeared even for a moment, his parents and extended family, most
of whom lived on the moshav, would envelop him with warmth, making sure to restore that smile
to its natural place on the boy’s face.During his service in Lebanon, he had developed a habit:
Whenever he wanted to disengage from disturbing events, even for a moment, he would let his
mind wander the fields of the valley. It was only there that he could find peace. It was from there
he drew the strength to go on.Today, years later, sitting in a meeting, he remembered that it had
been months since he last visited his parents on the moshav. He used to visit them almost every
weekend, he would meet with his childhood friends at the Yizre’el Spring, drink coffee they
would prepare on a camping burner, catch up, reminisce, and then go on to lunch at his parents.
His last few visits had left him angry. The spot that had been one of his childhood gang’s
“camps,” that only they knew - at least that was how he remembered it - had become noisy and
crowded. Families would hang out between the eucalyptus trees, their kids bathing in the clear
waters. He felt as if strangers had invaded his home, his childhood.Now he was overcome by
yearning, by a desire to leave everything, to quit the meeting and go the stream, to see the ropes
he and his friends had hung back then and that had survived to this day, to dip his head into the
water, to cool off and relax. From there, to his parents, to surprise his father, who lately would
frequently ask him, almost beg him, to visit. “Just for a couple of hours! I promise you the country



won’t collapse if you rest for a few hours on the moshav. Nobody will be angry if you come and
visit your old man...” Alon wasn’t afraid anyone would be angry with him. He was afraid a terrorist
attack would be launched from his territory while he was at the moshav, and that he wouldn’t
forgive himself. On weekends he would stay close to his sector, close to Judea and Samaria,
ready for any alert.He felt uncomfortable right from the start of the meeting with Toto, an
unpleasant feeling that reverberated through his body, an inexplicable sense of pressure. Maybe
he was nervous that something unexpected would occur that day. That had happened a lot
lately. Almost everyday his plans had been disrupted by events in the field.During his training as
a Shin Bet agent, he learned how to deal with evolving situations, to quickly get used to new
realities, not to plan for the long term because when you are being called from event to event,
the most important thing is to be flexible, to be ready with everything needed on hand: maps,
aerial photographs, secure mobile phones, reserve phone batteries just in case you have to
spend hours or even days in the field. He would always keep his equipment packed and ready to
go in his car. He adapted to changes in work methods very quickly. The difficulty was being
mentally prepared for every development. Despite his extensive training and his military service
in Lebanon, there was one thing he couldn’t get used to - seeing dead bodies. The one thing that
had remained etched in his memory from that cursed country’s breathtaking views were its
scenes of horror, of corpses strewn on the ground, lying twisted in all sorts of positions. Since
the start of the Al-Aqsa Intifada, more and more images had been filed in the album of corpses
in his mind. From all those images, what had been seared in his mind was primarily the eyes,
wide-open but not seeing. Multiple pairs of eyes floated in his mind, causing him severe
discomfort. It was rare for him to smile now, and when he did, his smile would quickly be erased,
and sadness would take over again.Alon tried to take control of his thoughts and to concentrate
on the meeting. With things the way they were, he had to come out of the meeting with all the
intelligence the informant was capable of supplying, to interrogate him about dozens of his
neighbors who had become involved in terrorist activities, to brief him on how to be discreet and
careful, and, more than anything, to strengthen his spirit and his trust in his handler. The cost of
collaborating with Shin Bet had changed since the outbreak of the intifada. Now there was no
forgiveness for anyone suspected of collaboration. There was only one possible sentence -
death, without trial.Events made it difficult to leave Nablus. The frequency of their meetings
declined and every meeting became of paramount importance. Alon knew that it might be
months before he met Toto again, so he had to do everything possible to stay focused on the
meeting. Toto told him about Hamas operatives, his friends, who he claimed talked about military
operations, but as yet hadn’t taken any action in preparation for carrying out terrorist attacks.
They left that to the Fatah operatives who had launched the intifada, and for the moment were
leading it.By asking roundabout questions, without exposing his purpose, Alon tried to figure out
Toto’s standing among the operatives. With the outbreak of the intifada they had become very
suspicious, and any step out of the ordinary made them suspect people of being collaborators.
Toto would exaggerate his standing among the Hamas operatives. Alon feared they suspected



him of being a collaborator, a fear he had not yet managed to confirm or refute. Every time Toto’s
name came up, he would tense up:hoping and praying he wouldn’t hear the sentence, “he is
suspected of collaboration.” On top of the great fear that had accompanied him like a dark cloud
ever since the start of events - that God forbid a terrorist attack be launched from his arena of
responsibility.fearing the loss of an informant. Recently a number of informants had been burned
and, Alon, like the other handlers and like the residents of the territories, saw how they were
abused without mercy, tortured for hours in front of a bloodthirsty mob intent on revenge,
murdered and hung one next to the other by the clock tower in the center of town, a sight no
resident of Nablus will ever forget.One of the security guards, who had brought Toto to the
meeting and whose job was to safeguard Alon during the meeting, entered the room, cutting
Toto short in mid-sentence. The guard handed his phone to Alon. His partner Amit was on the
other end of the line. Alon guessed that Amit wanted to fill him in on the meeting about Abu
Taleb.Alon had been called the night before by the Judea and Samaria commander for an urgent
discussion about Abu Taleb, the head of the Tanzim in Nablus, the commander of the Fatah
military organization in town. He didn’t understand the urgency or the importance of the meeting
and was surprised it had even been called. After all, there was no new intelligence regarding
Abu Taleb. In that call, as he deliberated over the timing of the meeting and its urgency, he
recalled that he had a meeting planned for the next day with Toto. The one thing that scared Alon
more than anything was that Hamas would enter the ring and launch military operations.
Immediately after the call with the head of the bureau, he had called Amit and asked him to
represent him at the discussion on Abu Taleb. He assumed the Judea and Samaria commander
was considering arresting Abu Taleb if he left Nablus. He would do so as a warning signal to the
Tanzim in the town, who had recently stepped up their violent attacks on IDF checkpoints and
the previous week had shot at an Israeli car, injuring a woman driver. Amit was supposed to
convey to him Alon’s recommendation to refrain from arresting Abu Taleb because he was
reining in the more extreme Tanzim operatives who wanted to intensify military operations.Right
from the start of the conversation Alon noticed something different in Amit’s voice. Amit would
always change the way he spoke when he had something surprising to say, good or bad. He
would try to surprise Alon at every opportunity. Alon never understood the joy Amit would derive
from his surprised reaction. He suspected it was Amit’s way of winning his affection, something
he had found difficult since they started working together. Even though they were in the same
year in Arabic school and had spent that long, hard year, living in adjacent dorms, and then did
their two-year training together, they were never friends and never could have been friends,
because they were too different in character. Amit was cool and unfazed, never expressed his
feelings and seemed detached from everything going on around him. Alon on the other hand
was bursting with bottled-up emotion and he took everything personally.When they were
together at the scene of terrorist attacks, Alon was always astonished by Amit’s calm expression:
looking at the bodies, often with a cigarette hanging between his lips, touching them, turning
them over - indifferent, at least that’s how it looked. Alon would stand there, hurting, shocked,



enraged by the cruelty that for no reason had turned a living body full of hopes, dreams, loves,
desires, into a muted corpse. In the swell of emotions that filled him at the scene of every attack
there was also anger at Amit. And jealousy: he too wanted to feel less.Alon had a feeling that
also this time the surprise wasn’t one that would make him happy. Lately, most of the surprises
had been connected to terrorist attacks, or attempted attacks, that had resulted in him having to
go out into the field. There he would find himself kneeling down by yet more corpses - innocent
victims of a round of bloodshed that was just beginning. Sometimes he was sent to command
centers to conduct operations with the goal of preventing another attempted terrorist attack.Amit
opened the conversation in his usual frigid tone, “The meeting is over, the decision is a targeted
assassination of Abu Taleb.”At first Alon thought he hadn’t understood Amit properly and asked
him to repeat his last sentence. Amit said it over again, sounding like he was enjoying the fact
that he had once more managed to surprise Alon. “Avi gave the order to start preparing right
away to take down Abu Taleb. He wants it done by the end of the month.”Alon heard him well the
first time, but he needed a few moments to try to control the tsunami of emotions that the news
had stirred. He was overwhelmed by anger, sadness, confusion and guilt. He still hoped that
Amit would say, “Just kidding, he asked us to arrest him.” But his tone made it clear he wasn’t
kidding. Avi, the Judea and Samaria commander, had made the decision to eliminate Abu Taleb,
and Alon had been given the job of hangman.The first thought that came into his mind was that
he had made a mistake when he decided not to take part in the meeting; perhaps that would
have prevented the decision. That thought led to a heavy feeling of guilt: how had he not taken
into account that the Judea and Samaria commander would make a decision like that? He was
silent for a few seconds as he tried to take in the news. Later in the conversation, he asked Amit
how the discussion went; he tried to understand if there was new intelligence on Taleb. “Nothing
new,” Amit replied before adding, “nobody recommended a targeted assassination and we were
all stunned by the commander’s decision. But nobody said anything.”Alon wasn’t surprised that
no one had spoken out. He had learned that in Shin Bet you can say anything you want up until
the point a decision is made; from there you adopt it and do everything you can to execute it,
even if it completely opposes your position or your conscience. Alon understood that straight
after the meeting everyone had gone back to their offices, erased their opinions, and started
planning determinedly for Abu Taleb’s execution.He hung up the phone and decided he would
do everything possible to reverse Abu Taleb’s death sentence. There was no reason to kill him,
at least not for now.Alon hurried to his car and sped to the office, leaving Toto with the security
guards who would take him back to Judea and Samaria, hurt by the sudden departure of his
handler without even having the chance to complete the story about his neighbor Layla. On the
way, Alon replayed in his head all the reports he had submitted lately about Abu Taleb and tried
to understand what had caused the section commander to make the decision to eliminate him.
He tried but couldn’t figure it out. He deliberated whether to call Avi from the car, to tell him he
couldn’t understand and couldn’t accept his decision. He couldn’t tell him on the phone that he
wasn’t going to execute his decision. That was something he would probably never say.Driving



along the road, he neither saw nor heard anything. One sentence played over and over again in
his mind: I will not carry out the assassination, I will not carry out the assassination... He knew
that when you talk to Avi you have to be well prepared, especially if you plan to disagree with
him. He imagined the conversation, the surprise on Avi’s face, which would inevitably change to
anger. He was consoled by the fact that for a least a few minutes they would share the same
emotion - anger.The anticipation of what awaited him over the next few days weighed heavily on
him and fatigue spread throughout his body. He struggled to concentrate as he drove, trying to
get to HQ as fast as possible. It was a long drive. The closer he got the more his anxiety
deepened. He tried to let his thoughts wander, to gain a few more minutes in the cornfields and
citrus groves of the moshav, but it wasn’t working. His feelings of discomfort were just too strong.
He felt as if he had been trapped in a cage and the bars were just too thick and too close
together to let his thoughts escape. There was no way out, nowhere to unwind. He had to
concentrate and prepare. He faced a tough, critical battle, not just for Abu Taleb’s life, but for
everything that was important to him, for himself.The route felt never-ending. He wanted to get
there and start the fight. He understood that with every minute that passed, Shin Bet agents
would be working furiously to prepare the assassination. The longer it took, the harder it would
be for him to reverse the decision - if he even stood a chance. He tried to escape in his mind to
music, something he had loved since his youth. The first time his father had paid him for working
in the citrus groves, he went out and bought a double cassette player. From then on he would
spend all his money on cassettes. In the room he grew up in on the moshav he still had a
collection of hundreds of cassettes and records - U2, The Doors, Dire Straits. Pride of place
went to the band that had been the soundtrack to his youth, Pink Floyd. In recent years though,
especially since his military service, he listened only to Israeli music - Machina, Friends of
Natasha, Tislam, Arik Einstein, Ehud Banai, Yehudit Ravitz. He would find meaning in every
song, depending on his mood when he listened to it. Sometimes he felt as if the songs had been
written especially for him.As he drove he picked out and played “The Kid is 30.” He remembered
the chills that shook him when he had first heard the song. At the time, he lived for a short while
with his parents after splitting up with his girlfriend who he had been with for five years.He lies on
the couch at his parents’ house. Yes, he’s thirty years old, he’s got a high fever, he returns to his
childhood room... Please hurry and put a bandage on my heart, before you lay me down to
sleep. Tell me about the child I used to be, how happy I was when the first rains came.... Looking
up at the shelf with the old records, the songs that accompanied his life... The kid is thirty, he’s
got a high fever, he’s lying on the couch at his parents. Yes, he’s thirty, he’s got a high fever, he
returns to his childhood room...He was thirty-two and a half then, and a long way from his
parents’ house. He didn’t have a fever, but he did feel that a hole had been blown through his
heart and that no bandage could heal it. He wanted to go back there, to his house, just for a few
moments, to lie down on the couch, to hear his parents’ voices, to hear the music that
accompanied his life on the moshav, to be, just for a short time, the kid who was happy when the
first rains came, who was happy most of the time.He pulled into regional command



headquarters. For several minutes he just sat in the car, staring at the building where his office
was located. He saw several handlers coming in and out of the building. Everything looked pretty
routine, calm. Inside there was a storm brewing. For a moment, the thought crossed his mind
that perhaps he was wrong. Perhaps Abu Taleb really should be assassinated. His desperate
attempt to trick himself only increased his frustration. There was no reason to eliminate him! His
heart cried out, the storm of emotions afflicting his spirit grew stronger. He still wasn’t capable of
leaving the car. He looked out at the white building surrounded by olive trees. He had spent
many nights in that building, often alone surrounded by empty corridors. He remembered that
once, not that long ago, he even felt kind of at home there. Now, for the first time, he noticed how
large and ugly it was. The building threatened him. The moment he opened the entrance doors
with his employee card, he would be swallowed up inside it and the battle would begin. He tried
to think about the execution, understanding that he would have a major role to play. Without him
and “The Dwarf,” Abu Taleb’s deputy, who he had recruited as a source a few months before the
start of the intifada, the operation would be impossible. Thinking about the details of the
assassination sent a tremor through his body. With great effort, he snapped out of it and said to
himself, “No! It’s not going to happen!”With that thought, he got out of the car and walked quickly
toward his office without stopping to talk to anyone. His secretary, Or, smiled at him, but he just
ignored her, and in an authoritative tone told her, “Don’t transfer any calls to me and don’t let
anyone disturb me until further notice.”In his office he switched on his computer and opened Abu
Taleb’s file. For several long seconds he stared at the first screen of the file, at a picture with the
caption “Married +4. Born 1954.” He felt a sharp pain that sliced through every organ in his body.
The man was almost his father’s age. He had known him for about two years and had met him
several times before the start of the bloody events. He remembered their last meeting well. It was
a meeting full of hope between people who spoke mainly about life and argued about which was
the best hummus joint in Nablus. Abu Taleb laughed when Alon said the best hummus in Nablus
was in Ra’anana, Humus Tanami. At that meeting, Abu Taleb told him a secret he hadn’t
confided in anyone. In a quiet voice, he leaned toward Alon and whispered in his ear that he
wanted to take another wife but was afraid of the reaction of his first wife, the mother of his
children.Now, seated at his computer, Alon understood that he had no time for memories. He
noticed in the bottom left corner of the screen that the words “Shekel Bracelet” had been added
to his file - the codename for the operation to eliminate Abu Taleb. He asked himself what the
codename meant. In most of the operations he had taken part in, he tried to understand the
meaning of the codenames, mostly without success. For every operation that he initiated he
would give a name with a meaning connected to the target of the operation. “Shekel Bracelet?”
How was that in anyway connected to the operation. To carrying out an execution without trial?
The name added to the sickness he felt in his stomach.It was dark outside. He looked out the
window, understanding that once again he would still be there when the dawn light vanquished
the darkness from his office. Before continuing to read Abu Taleb’s file, he went out to the
kitchen to make himself a cup of Arabic coffee, the way he had learned on the field agents



course - “cafe saada,” bitter coffee. He added two heaping teaspoons of coffee to a glass of hot
water, waited a few moments for the ground coffee to sink, and only then stirred. There was a
method to stirring: three times to the left, two to the right. When he returned to the office, he
again ignored Or, who looked at him expectantly, waiting for him to give her some attention,
closed the door behind him and started reading Abu Taleb’s file.By three in the morning, he was
alone in the building. Once in a while, voices came over the radio. They were the voices of the
coordinators out in the field making arrests, “Hill, target number five is closed...”; “Hill, the
package is at target eight.” There were several voices, but they all seemed like one voice to him -
tired, mission-oriented, emotionless. Reading Abu Taleb’s file, report after report, sometimes
reading each report several times, he found it hard to concentrate. He didn’t get up from his
chair. Fatigue threatened to get the better of him. He wouldn’t let anything distract him. He didn’t
lift his eyes from the screen until he had read the entire file, all 632 reports.Tired and despairing,
he looked up at the ceiling. He couldn’t find one reason inthe file to eliminate Abu Taleb.He felt
like he was choking. He had to get out of the office to breathe some air. He jumped out of his
chair and hurried out of the building. He went over to the thicket of eucalyptus trees by the
parking lot and looked up at the sky. He remembered when he was in the army and how his older
brother, Gaby, an officer in the reconnaissance unit, had told him, “When things are difficult for
you on a march, lift your head and look at the sky. You’ll find consolation there.” During his
military service, especially during long and difficult marches in Lebanon, he tried what his
brother had told him, but to no avail. He was an earth and water kind of guy. For a moment he felt
a strong urge to go down to the beach at Beit Yanai, which was close to his sector, to hear the
waves, smell the sea and find some solace from the storm inside of him.But he didn’t have time,
certainly not to go to the beach. He had to be ready by morning to go and see Avi, to try and get
him to change his decision. He had more work to do. He had yet to read the transcript of the
meeting in which Abu Taleb’s fate had been decided. The transcript hadn’t been uploaded into
the system yet. He ran from the thicket of trees, where he had failed to find peace, to the archive
building. Without saying a word, he sat next to Yael, the chief archivist, and started to scan the
pile of papers on her desk. When he saw the headline “Re: Abu Taleb,” he pulled the document
from the pile and placed it on the table, still out of breath. He looked at the document wondering
whether it would reveal why Abu Taleb’s fate had been sealed, why he had to die.He didn’t know
what was preferable - to find the report that would enable him to execute the decision to
eliminate Abu Taleb with a clear conscience, or to find nothing. He carefully read every word that
had been said at the meeting. Tired, straining to concentrate, he read each sentence several
times until he was sure he had understood every word.When he read about Amit’s role at the
meeting, he wasn’t surprised; he turned furious. His legs started to tap as if in a crazed dance.
Throughout the meeting, Amit had said just one thing: “Abu Taleb is in a sector under Alon’s
responsibility and Alon is in a meeting right now.” That was in complete contradiction to what
they had talked about before the meeting. Alon had asked him specifically to stress his
recommendation that Abu Taleb should not be arrested because he was operating against the



extremists in Nablus. A bitter smile spread across his face, a reflection of the feeling of guilt that
had taken over him. Before the meeting, he assumed that the Judea and Samaria commander
would, in the worst case, order Abu Taleb’s arrest against his recommendation. How could he
not have understood that the rules had changed!? In a split second, the anger bottled up inside
him found a new target - from Amit, it was now channeled against himself. He should have been
present at the meeting. His feet were now tapping uncontrollably. An hour sped by. He finished
reading the document and put it back in the pile. Now he was certain there was no reason to
eliminate Abu Taleb. When he walked out of the room he saw that Yael had already left and that
a new archivist, whose name he didn’t know, was sitting in her place. She smiled at him. He
ignored her and left the building.It was six o clock, the sun had risen, a pleasant December sun,
and it was cold outside. He stood alone among the eucalyptus trees, looking at the parking lot
that within a short time would fill up with cars belonging to the handlers. The building would soon
be full of people, the rooms would be buzzing with conversations, mostly in Arabic, rolling
laughter, some of it contrived. A few of the coordinators would be in the kitchen, all making
saada, strong and black. A new day was beginning.Inside he was still caught up in a storm that
didn’t allow him to think, to focus, not even to define what his goal was. What did he want? Tired
and despairing, he switched on his phone and dialed. His father, Haim, answered in a sleepy
voice. His father was his guiding light in almost any matter he could share with him and seek
advice. In recent years, since he had started working for Shin Bet, there were often occasions
when he wanted to share with his father a dilemma he faced but couldn’t. In such situations he
tried to think what his father would have advised him to do. This time, that wasn’t enough. He
wanted to hear his voice. He felt that now, more than ever, he needed advice. When he heard his
son’s voice, Haim asked alarmed, “Has something happened?” - just as he had always
answered the phone, with all three sons deployed in Lebanon then on to careers in the security
forces.Alon apologized for the late hour and said he had called by mistake. As soon as he had
finished the sentence, he felt a tear well up in his eye, about to trickle down his cheek. His
eyelashes were already moist. He was overcome by shame. He couldn’t remember when he had
last cried. In a desperate attempt to stop the tear, he clenched his jaw till it hurt and scrunched
his eyelids. Haim, with his sharpened senses, the senses of a father, didn’t need words to hear
his son’s cry for help, for advice. After a short silence that lasted just a few seconds, he said, “I
understand you have a problem?”Still silence. Alon heard but didn’t respond. He was busy trying
to stop the tears from streaming down. His cheeks were already wet, and he wasn’t capable of
speaking. Suddenly he felt ashamed not because of the tears, but because on the other end of
the line was someone who, had they known the dilemma he faced, would have told him straight
away that there is no dilemma. There is only one thing to do - to do everything possible to avoid
harming someone for no reason. To act according to the education and values he had received
at home on the moshav.The silence was interrupted again when his father said, “I understand
that you can’t speak. I trust you to do the right thing. You always knew to do the right thing. Go
with your heart. You have a pure heart.” The last sentence hit him really hard, reverberating in his



body and soul. He ended the call and silent tears flooded his eyes. He knew what was right and
the answer cried out from his heart as well, but he also knew there was little he could do.It was
seven thirty. He had taken a shower and had his coffee. Alone in the office, one last time he went
over the points he had written in his notebook throughout the night. When he was done, he
called Gila, Pinni’s secretary. Pinni was the head of Samaria field command. He knew that if he
called Avi directly, he would be breaking the formal chain of command and that could hurt him.
The goal was now clear to him - to reverse the decision. Not to eliminate Abu Taleb, because
there was no reason to. Gila told Alon in a bored voice that Pinni had only just arrived at the
office a few minutes earlier and would receive him at eight. When she asked what he wanted to
talk about, he didn’t answer and hung up the phone.There was half an hour left. Searching for a
way to pass the time, he looked over the bookshelves in his office. Most of the books had been
given to him by Shin Bet, books he never read. He had brought one book from home, from the
moshav. He opened the book, he knew exactly what he was looking for and read out: "Blessed is
the man who walks not in the counsel of the wicked… He is like a tree planted by streams of
water... its leaf does not wither. In all that he does, he prospers." Fortified by that last sentence,
that he repeated in his heart, he went over to Pinni’s office. He had no time to wait. Pinni’s
reaction didn’t really interest him. He had to get to Avi quickly. Pinni was just a gateway he had to
go through to reach his target.On the way from his office to Pinni’s, which was on the hill at the
entrance to the sector, he felt a contradictory sense of satisfaction: Pinni probably wasn’t
enthusiastic about the idea of an unplanned meeting at such an early hour of the morning, and
even more so with Alon, who he made no secret of his disdain for each time they met. Alon
couldn’t understand why, since the events had begun, he hadn’t even seen Pinni, who was
drawing near to the end of his term. Since the start of events, Pinni seemed frustrated by the fact
that the intifada had broken out without consulting him and had destroyed the quiet routine he
had enjoyed in his three years as head of the Samaria field unit.Pinni sat on his chair, gazing at
the computer screen in front of him. He looked tired and troubled, perhaps because of the
amount of emails that had come in overnight that he needed to read and respond to. Or perhaps
it was because he realized that Alon turning up for an urgent, unplanned meeting could not be
good news.“I came to talk about Operation Shekel Bracelet,” Alon said. When he realized that
Pinni apparently didn’t know the name of the operation, he added, “The operation to eliminate
Abu Taleb.” Pinni retained his blank, frozen expression, still not understanding what he wanted
from him. Until Alon added, “It’s a wrong decision and I want you to reconsider it.”Pinni’s
expression changed immediately. Unfortunately, he had been right. The meeting with Alon would
disrupt his morning, perhaps his entire day. Pinni was familiar with the young agent sitting
opposite him. He was an agent with extremely high capabilities, thorough, not afraid to speak his
opinion even if it went against that of his superiors. He had seen him on several occasions take a
stand on his own against many and more senior agents than himself, firm in his conviction,
presenting a contradictory position, justifying and explaining it. Pinni had known Alon for two
years and understood that the next stage of the conversation would be a well-thought-out



lecture, based on thorough work with a lot of facts and analyses. He didn’t really want to hear it,
but he had no choice. He knew Alon wouldn’t leave him alone until he got what he
wanted.Ignoring Pinni’s body language which shouted “what the hell do you want from my life?
Just go ahead and execute the decision that has been made,” Alon took out his notebook and
began to review the central points that emerged from Abu Taleb’s file. After completing his
review, which was no more than a buildup to his claims, he stressed, “In the last two months
since the outbreak of the intifada there has been no evidence connecting Abu Taleb to military
operations. Furthermore, from the reports we have received from The Dwarf, Abu Taleb is a
moderating factor on the Tanzim in Nablus. He opposes turning the intifada, which started as a
popular uprising, into a military operation that will draw Israeli military response.”It was obvious
to him that Pinni had no interest in anything he had said up till then. He probably wasn’t even
listening to him. But he had no choice, he had to overcome this hurdle to get to Avi. Despite the
anger that was boiling up inside him, threatening to erupt and shout “you mother fucker, go and
call Avi,” with supreme effort he managed to control his emotions and talk matter of factly and
with respect, caging his contempt inside him. In his years in Shin Bet he had learned that
sometimes, even when you are right, the way you choose to present your position in no less
important than the content of your argument. In this case he could not make any mistakes, he
could not under any circumstances express his deep contempt for Pinni. When he began to
review the reports from Abu Taleb’s file, Pinni stopped him after finally understanding that he
would have to repeat this conversation in front of Avi.Avi chose to go over to Pinni’s office rather
than have them both come over to him, which was the standard procedure. As he walked in,
before even sitting down, Avi got down to business.“I understand you have objections to the
decision I took yesterday regarding Abu Taleb.”Alon couldn’t but notice how Avi had stressed the
words, “the decision I took,” reminding him that he was undermining a decision taken by a
regional commander - something that was not standard practice, especially not under Avi’s
command.Avi’s statement didn’t deter him. He had expected that Avi would not be pleased to
hear that a field coordinator opposed his decision. Not just any decision, but a decision on a
targeted assassination, a decision to take a life, a decision that is supposed to be only in the
hands of God. Alon breathed deeply, looked straight at Avi, trying to stare into his eyes, and in a
firm, decisive voice replied, “That’s right. There is no reason to kill Abu Taleb right now. On the
contrary, we need to leave him on the ground and strengthen his standing with the help of The
Dwarf, because they’re both moderating factors in the Nablus Tanzim.”Avi opened his mouth as
if he was about to stop Alon in mid-speech. Alon, who saw exactly what Avi’s intentions were,
decided he would not let him interrupt. He would not give up, not now and not at any cost. He
stared deep into Avi’s raging eyes and in a cool, distant, composed voice began to review all the
reports from recent months in Abu Taleb’s file. He made sure to speak without hesitation, not to
give Avi any opportunity to cut him off. He would try to only let him speak once he had said
everything he had to say and had completed the defense file he had worked on all night.Alon
was careful to bring up reports from diverse sources in order to build a complete intelligence



picture composed from Shin Bet’s various intelligence gathering capabilities. They all pointed to
one clear conclusion: Abu Taleb had no connection to military operations and there was no
reason to eliminate him. As he spoke, Alon stared deep into Avi’s eyes, telling him without words
what he felt, “You don’t scare me, not you and not anybody else.”Only Alon’s voice could be
heard. He spoke in a tone that didn’t give away the storm raging inside of him. The two senior
commanders in the room looked on at him in silence. Avi, who was sitting opposite him, had
been giving him a chilling stare from the moment he entered the room. The more Alon spoke, the
angrier Avi’s gaze grew. Alon saw his anger in his body language. After all, being able to read
another person’s body language was part of his job. He understood that every sentence he
added made Avi even angrier. Avi seemed stunned by the situation, even though he tried to hide
it.The realization that any moment the regional commander would stop and probably never
forgive him did not deter Alon. The opposite was the case. He felt a sense of relief with each
sentence he spoke, he felt that little by little all the anger and frustration that accumulated inside
him since Amit had called was now being released. More than anything, he felt he was doing
what his father had advised him - doing the right thing, whatever the price. He was going with his
heart.When he finished speaking, a tense silence took over the room for a few seconds. Pinni
broke the silence by asking Alon why he hadn’t taken part in the meeting the day before and had
sent Amit instead. He wasn’t surprised by the question. It was the kind of thing Pinni would do to
steer away from the issue at hand and placate Avi. In one sentence, spoken with chilling
contempt, Alon reminded Pinni that he had been at a meeting with Toto and that he had received
authorization to send Amit.Avi sat there silently, deep in contemplation. For a moment, Alon had
a grain of hope: Perhaps he had managed to sow some doubt in Avi’s mind? Perhaps he had
been mistaken in thinking that Avi would see his objection as a personal issue - a young agent
undermining his decision? In an attempt to capitalize on Avi’s presumed doubts, he decided to
sacrifice himself, to place his head on the guillotine to give Avi an honorable way out - a reason
he could give for changing his mind. “I think it was a mistake on my part not to have attended the
meeting, because Abu Taleb is from the territory that I am responsible for. And my source, The
Dwarf, provides most of the intelligence on him. It is clear to me now that I should have taken
part in the discussion in order to provide a complete intelligence picture. I erred in my judgment
and prioritization of this mission.”Alon hoped, prayed in his heart, that Avi would climb off his
high horse to reverse his decision. He knew that if that were to happen, though, that Avi would
want to end Alon’s career with Shin Bet, which was apparent from the moment he walked into
the room. He looked into Avi’s face, trying to read the thoughts passing through his mind, but
could only pick up one thing, “How does this nobody dare to question my decision?” The thought
brought a smile to Alon’s face. He hadn’t meant to smile and quickly wiped the smile off his face,
hoping that nobody had noticed. He again stared at Avi who remained silent.For a few seconds
they stared each other down, scorching each other with piercing glares, like rivals in the ring,
only one of whom would come out alive. It was clear to Alon that sooner or later Avi’s patience
would wear out and he would react. To hasten his response, Alon pulled out a sentence he had



prepared ahead of time as his “doomsday weapon.” He had no choice but to threaten Avi with
the consequences of his decision. In a somber but self-assured tone, he shot out, “Hitting the
head of the Tanzim in Nablus could lead to extreme reactions by the organization, which until
now has stuck to attacks on the IDF in the Nablus region. We could pay a very heavy price for
Abu Taleb’s elimination.”Silence. Alon meant to continue speaking, but when Pinni got up
suddenly, he stopped. Avi stood up, moved his chair, turned toward the door, took several steps,
and turned around to face Alon before saying, “I heard you. I don’t accept your objection and I’m
ordering you carry out my instructions. I want the operation completed by the end of the week.
Good luck.”Chapter 2Losing the WayAs he entered the office, Alon walked past Or’s desk. She
said hello and, with a young and innocent smile, added, “Judging by the number of coffee cups
on your table, you spent the night here again.” He didn’t respond, walked into his room and
closed the door behind him. He sat down at his desk and looked at the aerial photograph of
Nablus hanging on the wall in front of him, but he didn’t register a thing. Since he left Pinni’s
office, humiliated and angry, one question echoed in his mind: Should he resign, or should he
carry out the mission he had received? It was clear to him that there were no other options.
Either way, Abu Taleb’s fate had been sealed. He would be eliminated by the end of the week.
The only difference between the two options was who would be the hangman - another agent or
him.His deliberations were cut short by a call put through by Or. “What’s happening, man?” He
heard Yaron’s voice, full of enthusiasm on the other end of the line. Yaron was from the Special
Missions Unit, the Ministry of Defense’s secret operations unit. They had already worked
together on a few missions in the past. Alon, who hadn’t yet mustered the strength to go back
and play the game of life, whispered faintly, “I’ve had better days...”Yaron, went on, in his
boisterous voice, which normally triggered Alon’s affection, “I’m handling Operation Shekel
Bracelet. When I heard you are the agent in charge, I was relieved. Glad to be working with you
again.”The last sentence made him feel uncomfortable - work and pleasure when it comes to
eliminating someone? Later in the conversation, he updated Yaron on the relevant intelligence
for the operation and on the sources that could help him. Alon felt that he was telling Yaron about
someone he had known for years, someone he had known very well. When he remembered that
their conversation was the beginning of a process that would end with the execution of the
person they were talking about, he stopped, went silent for a few moments and deliberated:
Should he tell him everything he knew?“You got cut off, I didn’t catch the last thing you said,”
Yaron said, and Alon continued to debrief his colleague. He told Yaron everything he needed to
know to eliminate Abu Taleb in the quickest and most efficient way, just as he had been trained
and ordered to do. At the end of the conversation, the two arranged to meet in the afternoon at
Alon’s office for an intelligence assessment meeting, which was protocol before commencing to
gather intelligence for an operation.It was already afternoon. He hadn’t left his office since
morning. He couldn’t shake the suffocating feeling, and to make it worse, he had heartburn, a
condition he’d been suffering from lately. He tried unsuccessfully to prepare for the meeting. In a
short while his office and the nearby rooms would be filled with dozens of enthused employees,



each with the same chip embedded in their head, like in a computer game. The name of the
game: Shekel Bracelet; the aim of the game: kill Abu Taleb. Alon had the same disk embedded in
his head, but he was having a tough time switching it on just then. Once every few minutes he
would call Meitar—the Shin Bet unit in charge of communications with the informants—and ask
them to send The Dwarf an urgent message to call him. He could not let The Dwarf understand
or even suspect that they intended to eliminate his best friend, his childhood friend. From then
on, he had to trick The Dwarf, to lie to him. He had no choice. Without intel from The Dwarf, he
would find it hard to pull off the operation.A strange thought crossed his mind: The determination
he had shown in the morning, before his talk with Avi, had not diminished, it had grown even
stronger, but the goal had changed from overturning the decision executing it as quickly and
efficiently as possible, as the Judea and Samaria commander expected of him, and as was
expected of everyone connected to the operation. How had Shin Bet managed to turn him from
someone with his own opinions, values and morals, from someone who operated solely
according to his conscience, to a programmed machine, devoid of conscience, looking for the
quickest way to kill an innocent man even if his heart cries for him to take another coure of
action?A call from Meitar, “Kif halak, ahuya?” (How are you, brother?), he asked, as he almost
always did when starting a conversation with an informant. This time those empty words left him
with a sour aftertaste. He and The Dwarf were not brothers, or friends. They never were, and
now they weren’t on the same side. The rules of the game had changed, and he was going to do
everything to make sure The Dwarf didn’t find out.“Alhamdulilah, shu bidak ahuya, leish
itasalet?” (Thanks God, what did you want my brother, why did you call?) The Dwarf replied.
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runread, “Mind Spiral. This true story of the costs of terrorism on society and the people on both
sides is a cautionary one. The almost unending bloodshed saps the spirit and the soul. Patience,
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that’s something I look for in a good book.It’s one of those stories that comes along on a rare
occasion that makes you want to read it non-stop until you get to the end. I’m giving nothing
further away here. And this, I hope, will only add to the mystery and enjoyment for the reader!I’ll
be looking forward to reading more from Izhar David in the future. I would highly recommend this
book. Five stars from me.”

Grady Harp, “A galvanizing and absorbing true story. Israeli author David Izhar earned degrees
in economics, business administration, Islam and Middle East studies, law and administration
and leadership in education, and is a high school teacher and educator. His experience in his
service with the Israel Defense Forces and his experience as a Field and Operations Director
with the Israeli Security Agency form the core of this impressive book.The signature impression
of insight this book offers is evident in David’s introductory note, in which he states, “I am not an
author. The book was written not as a novel but as a part of a journey that I took while writing it.
The story is my story, although I chose to write if from “Alon’s”’ point of view. The characters are



real, but their names have been changed. The sections between chapters that are composed in
the first person were written before I wrote the book. During long, sleepless nights, I tried to
escape from the nightmares and dark thoughts that haunted me while writing them down.’Given
the impact of that reality makes experiencing this book even more engaging: this is a true story –
all the related events and details actually happened. Though memoirs by soldiers from various
wars through past history to the present are frequent, few match the veracity of this well told tale
from a director of the Israel Security Agency who not only recounts the event of his history in that
role, but also shares the impact of the terrifying events on his psyche. Relating the story with an
alternative name of Alon allows literary distance from the reality of events while entering his own
moments in medias res secures our compassion.The story is complex and is distilled in the
author’s synopsis – ‘ September 2000. The Al-Aqsa Intifada, a violent conflict between Israel and
the Palestinian Authority breaks out, opening four years of bloody combat during the course of
which over 6,000 people lost their lives and tens of thousands more were injured. Alon, the
protagonist of the story, is caught between two different worlds. In the world visible to the public
eye, he is a decorated director with the Israel Security Agency, where he deals with the
prevention of terror attacks, recruiting and handling spies, intelligence operations and targeted
assassinations. In his other, secret world, out of the view of family and colleagues, Alon suffers
from PTSD. He lives in gloom among the victims of operations he directed and attacks he found
impossible to foil. All the while, attempts to hurt him never stop and his life is under constant
threat: A terrorist group is planning to reach his home and murder all members of his family; one
of the spies he used to handle betrays him and tries to poison him; and another guerilla group
tries to kidnap him and his bodyguard. The snowball rolls on, sweeping Alon in its path, as he
struggles to stop an unprecedented wave of suicide bombers while becoming a ticking bomb
himself. Soon after receiving the news of his upcoming appointment to a very senior position
within the organization, Alon goes up to the balcony on the seventh floor and considers
committing suicide…’David Izhar may not call himself a novelist, but his book reaches that
rarified peak. Very highly recommended. Grady Harp, May 20”

Nora Kettner, “A very unique perspective. First of all, I have to say that I have never read anything
quite like this. I feel like usually when you read about someone who is in a position like the main
character Alon, it's almost always portrayed as very glamorous and the danger of the situations
are almost romanticised. In Izhar David's story, I actually felt like I was reading about a real
person, even though the events portrayed were very quick-paced and surprising. It was very
fascinating to actually see what so much responsibility and past trauma will do to a person, and
it really made me feel more compassion for people living with these experiences every day. I
highly recommend this book. Besides being interesting and realistic, it is also a fascinating and
fast read that feels impossible to put down.”

Dan G. Aizik, “Amazingly Detailed. This book as made me feel uncomfortable, knowing some



people are living like that their entire lives. It truly is an incredible glimpse in to the reality of
people in the minister of defense that are field people, how literally "Live by the sword" . Thank
you Izhar David for sharing your incredible, nerve racking, eye opening story and best off luck
dealing with your PTSD, what you wrote here is a must! read.”

Earl S., “Couldnt Put it Down. Fast moving Action at Every turn. I enjoyed the plot twists that I
didn’t see coming. When I stopped reading, I found myself wondering what happened in the
book. Its has been a good long time since I enjoyed a book this much. I haven’t been able to put
it down. There’s an abundance of well-illustrated scenes that make you feel like you are right
there in the story, and that’s something I look for in a good book.”

The book by Izhar David has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 38 people have provided feedback.
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